
What is 
Zhengti Therapy? 

by Teacher Ning

"Zhengti is based on Zhineng Qigong,
different Chinese medical Qigong
branches, TCM Qigong, training the
programmed nature and develop self-
awareness. That’s what I have been
studied in the past 30 years. I was a
Zhineng Qigong teacher for many
years. Zhineng Qigong is very good
developed Qigong method compared
to other Qigong branches. Through
learning Zhineng Qigong you are able
to practice external Hunyuan and you
are able how to use the Qifield to help
others very effectively."

Follow HERE the
healing hour with
Teacher Ning!  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kH9uN_tTIcw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kH9uN_tTIcw


Why I practiced other
Qigong methods... 

"It’s like a tree and the tree has more branches. I
believe that we need to know the whole tree to
get an overal picture. That makes our Qigong
vision more complete. That’s why I studied Emei
Qigong. Emei Qigong teaches healing sounds
for the main organs and it emphasizes the
downward Qiflow. So Qi needs to follow
downwards on the right side and upwards on
the left side of the torso. It also emphasizes the
work with the lower Dantian which is good and
necessary for healing. Afterwards I studied
Guolin Qigong which focuses on healing cancer.
Guolin Qigong comes from TCM Qigong and it
has grown for many generations."

Listen HERE to the
experiences of the
participants of the year
training with Teacher Ning 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLf5yrPK1f2KCG14gzNKLkrkBSbBeqQWEX
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLf5yrPK1f2KCG14gzNKLkrkBSbBeqQWEX


TCM Qigong...
"I studied traditional TCM Qigong. When we
deal with internal Qi we need to know more
about the details e.g. am I lacking Yin Qi or Yang
Qi? If I have a deficiency of Yin energy I should
work with my lungs, kidneys and gallbladder
and focus on the downwards Qiflow (right side)
to increase my Yin Qi. Internal Qi has rules. We
need to know more about these rules to heal
ourselves. We cannot only gather Qi in and
move Qi in and out. Even if the Hunyuan Qi is
very intelligent I experienced that in some cases
it’s not enough. Guasha method, tapping the
meridians and massaging acupuncture points 
 are also part of TCM Qigong.

After I learned from different teachers and
studied different branches I was able to go
deeper. My practice evolved and my experience
grew."



Inner nature...
"I went on and studied the Qigong method  that
focusses on ‘transforming the inner nature.’ All
Qigong forms I studied worked on the physical
Qilevel. This form works on the deeper cause of
the disease. That’s why some Qigong
practicioners cannot heal completely through
the practice as they don’t work on the deeper
cause of the physical problem. Training the
programmed nature deals with very deep
causations for the disease. It’s not only a way to
heal the condition but it’s also a way of life. 

When I reached this point I still thought there
must be more and I continued to work with
awareness practices. On one hand we need to
improve the willpower – the thinking mind - and
on the other hand we need to increase our
awareness practice. Awareness practice gives
us the possibility to enlarge ourselves and get
rid of pressure from culture, religions, social
rules. We gain inner freedom. 

Based on all this knowledge and personal
experience I developed Zhengti Therapy."



"I believe that the participation in the year
training is a great opportunity to enhance your
health and to learn ancient healing techniques
that I discovered in the last years in my intensive
study in the field of Qigong and TCM. It took me
more than 30 years to develop this therapy and I
believe that the results you can achieve with this
therapy are great. 

It’s a great opportunity to learn, transform and
grow!"
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Year training...

Sign in HERE to our
year training!    

https://zhigong.nl/en/training/
https://zhigong.nl/en/training/

